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Here the action continues better and
better in order to find the next lost
child in our country Lebanon. As we
make conditions to attract Christians to
our center, they are coming now.
Several students who came during this
month had such deep questions. Two
persons were studying. One is feeling
that the Kingdom of God is coming
soon.
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To contact people we are going to
meetings, conferences, and we have
had more in this month because of the
Easter time. Here, Easter remains two
weeks because the Orthodox have their
feast a week later, so we went to
several churches. It is a habit for
Lebanese Maronite (Christians) to visit
7 churches on Holy Friday. In fact, we
were surprised to see so many people
going to churches. Maybe it is because
of the tradition which remains very
strong. Also we went to some
conferences, given by a Hindu in a
Yoga center; there we could meet
some people who become interested by
our Divine Principle. We still study
with them.

We had many days free here because the government stops for every religious feast. Also we had strikes
because of the political events. The last one is a fight between Palestinians and Lebanese in Beirut,
making the whole country in curfew for some days. The situation is now better. It is clear that there will
be no solution for the Middle East problem without the Divine Principle.
In those events we can really see the protection of our Heavenly Father for his children. When we were
hearing the clash outside, we were drinking a cup of ginseng tea, in the house of a friend, a lawyer who
had ordered some boxes from our Japanese Family. We are grateful to our Master which provided us of
this healthy tea. We hope that it will be the beginning of many other boxes to come from our Blessed
Homeland.

